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Educating instructors about copyright
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SFU copyright services
Canvas LMS survey
75 instructors per semester
Questions:
• types of materials typically 
uploaded
• familiarity with copyright and 
teaching
• awareness of SFU copyright 
resources
Are you aware of these copyright resources?
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How are copyright administrators reaching 
instructors with information about copyright 
and how it affects their teaching?
What are the most common methods of 
educating instructors, and how are these 
opportunities communicated?
How effective do copyright educators feel their 
instructional methods are at giving instructors 
the information they need to find, use, and 
create teaching materials?
Horava, T. (2010). Copyright communication in Canadian academic libraries: A 
national survey. Canadian Journal of Information and Library Science, 34(1), 
1-38. doi:10.1353/ils.0.0002
Di Valentino, L. (2015). Awareness and perception of copyright among teaching 
faculty at Canadian universities. Partnership: The Canadian Journal of Library 
and Information Practice and Research, 10(2), 1-16. 
doi:10.21083/partnership.v10i2.3556
Methodology
Does your institution have an office or position dedicated to 
copyright administration?
a) Yes, we have a dedicated copyright office or equivalent.
b) We don’t have a dedicated copyright office, but we do have one or more 
positions that are expressly responsible for copyright.
c) No, there is no centralized responsibility for copyright administration.
d) I don’t know.
If you selected “No” or “I don’t know” above and are unable to address copyright 
education at your institution, please click below to go to the end of the survey.
Do you or does your office provide copyright education or 
training (e.g., workshops, online tutorials, drop-in sessions)?
Selecting “No” below will take you to the end of the survey. Thank you for your 
time.
a) Yes.
b) No (we only answer questions directly and/or provide “self-serve” material 
such as FAQs or subject guides).
Follow-up survey
Limitations
Demographics
No © administration
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Content and 
attendance
Over 60% cover
 Copyright basics
 Fair dealing and other Act 
sections
 Teaching with ©-protected works
 Finding open sources
 Theses
 Author rights
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Assessment
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How confident are you that after attending 
or viewing your educational opportunities, 
instructors are familiar with the following 
concepts and comfortable applying them in 
their work?
1 = Not at all confident
5 = Very confident
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How did those respondents who 
do no assessment determine how 
effective their education is?
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Do you feel all instructors at 
your institution are made 
adequately aware of 
educational opportunities?
No, not at all adequately aware.
Their workloads and schedule often prevent them from 
noticing.
No.
No.
I would say yes, when Library copyright sessions are offered... 
faculty are aware.
Where it is a bit harder is with sessionals (or part-time 
academics).
I think there should be more educational opportunities than 
there are, and I’m not sure how to go about implementing 
them and raising awareness.
It is almost impossible to reach out to [part-time instructors].
Problems
On demand, just in time, in person, 
when they want to know seems to 
be effective.
A more strategic approach:
Go to and through departments
Find the most effective source for 
messaging
Reach part-time, sessional, and 
distance instructors
Evaluate and assess copyright 
education
Further details & further study
Zerkee, J. (2016). Approaches to copyright education for faculty in Canada. 
Partnership: The Canadian Journal of Library and Information Practice and 
Research, 11(2), 1-28. doi:10.21083/partnership.v11i2.3794
Canvas 
survey
Workshop 
feedback
Videos
Thank you
jstevens@sfu.ca @jzerkee
